
How to make a layered butterfly easel card 
1. Print out the sheets onto good quality card or photo paper. If there are a 

lot of dark colours or black in your design use white card to print on as it 
does not smudge like photo paper. 

2. Cut out all pieces see fig 1. 
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3. Score the lines on the medium and small butterfly, they go down either side 
of the body from the head to the bottom of the tail.   
Turn the pieces over and stick pieces of sticky foam pads to the back. You 
may have to cut the foam pads lengthways to get them the right size. As long 
as you leave the backing paper on the sticky foam pads you can cut them 
without your scissors getting sticky. See fig 2.  
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4. Score the lines on the card base, stick the scroll shaped stopper in place 
see fig 4 and bend the card forward to touch the stopper. See fig3 
5. Open up the card again and stick the liner in place, see fig 4.  
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6. Stick on the large butterfly using double sided tape or strong glue. See fig 
5. 
7. Stick on the medium sized butterfly. The medium and small butterflies are 
only stuck down on the body of the butterfly. See fig 6. 
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8. Stick on the smallest butterfly, and your chosen sentiment label. See fig 7. 
9. Buttons have been included in the kit but have been left separate so you 
have the choice to use them or real buttons or other embellishments. To 
make the buttons rounded; place them face down in the palm of your hand 
and using a pencil with a rounded bottom press the button using a circular 
motion. 
 
                                     Happy crafting 
                                             by 
                                     Carol Dunne  


